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Parrish Healthcare Care partners recognized as COVID–19 ‘heroes,’ along with North Brevard community
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By Kathleen Betancourt
kathleen.betancourt@parrishmed.com
Parrish Medical Center
TITUSVILLE May 7, 2020 — National Nurses’ Week
and National Hospital Week were May 6–12 and May 10–
16, respectively. This year these national recognitions of
the healing work performed through the hands and hearts
of health–care heroes everywhere are never more profound
than in times of crisis.
The unprecedented COVID–19 pandemic is shining an
even brighter spotlight on the already visible role of
hospitals and the health–care providers who work within
them.
It’s saying something as well about our communities
locally, say Parrish Healthcare care partners and officials.
For those who have endured COVID–19’s worst, and
recovered, the spotlight illuminates great gratitude, such
as that expressed by Jason Whitworth, who battled
COVID–19 in Parrish Healthcare’s Parrish Medical
Center’s (PMC) Intensive Care Unit. Jason posted on

social media his reflections of fighting COVID–19, and of
the PMC nurses who fought for him, and with him:
“I’ve had a fever, chest pains, and cough for over 12
days. I self–isolated the minute I had a fever at home.
After my fever started getting worse and not dropping, my
wife contacted the hospital and we were told to head in.
I’ve been in the ICU since Sunday and my COVID–19
(TEST) came back yesterday positive. I had no pre–
existing respiratory issues, but have pneumonia in both
lungs…the doctors are diligent in giving me the latest care
options and I’m grateful.”
He continued, “I’ve never had to stay in the hospital so
this is new for me. I never knew how instrumental nurses
are. People talk about heroes; well I can tell you firsthand
the sacrifice these nurses are giving as they provide care to
an infectious person. I am grateful for their incredible
service, without their compassion who knows what my
condition would be. Please include them in your prayers as
they have a long road ahead of them.”
Throughout the current public health pandemic,
individuals, businesses, civic and religious groups, and
whole communities have shared their gratitude and
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support for the world’s healthcare heroes, on the front lines
— and often out in front — of the fight.
For example, in the early stages of the pandemic,
Parrish Healthcare was the area’s first healthcare system
to make available to the public an online COVID–19 risk
assessment. Parrish subsequently heard from the community that it gave people a sense of control and the benefit of
knowledge about this new virus that was occurring in their
lives, whether or not they had COVID–19.
Karen Jordan, vice president and chief operations
officer at RLJ Enterprises Inc., wrote: “We had our staff
take the Parrish COVID–19 assessment today, and we
think just having this ‘tool’ available made each person feel
a bit better. We also asked them to email the link to their
home address so they could pass the information along to
others to take the assessment. Thank you so very much for
the opportunity to do this from a trusted platform! It
reminds us of all the wonderful, exemplary and dedicated
doctors, nurses and employees we have, at Parrish; right
here, in our small community, we’re blessed with such
wonderful people!”
Jordan added, “So many who work there are, literally,
putting their lives on the line, each and every day; yet, they
get up every morning and rise to the occasion, especially,
during this difficult time with everything going on with
COVID–19.”
The assessment tool enabled people to understand their
COVID–19 risk or symptom level. Parrish health navigators contacted assessment respondents if their answers
indicated that they may be fighting COVID–19. For some,
it may have meant everything.
After the risk assessment showed a Brevard woman at
a high possibility of having COVID–19, a Parrish care
navigator reached out to her through the contact information provided through the assessment. The woman took
the assessment after another person with whom she’d
been working died from COVID–19.
“The woman was short of breath, and her other
symptoms were such that the care navigator recommend
she take immediate action,” said Parrish Healthcare
spokesperson Natalie Sellers.
“She had self–isolated because she’s a caring person
and didn’t want to be part of a problem of overloaded
emergency rooms,” Sellers added. “Based on the
assessment’s results, our care navigation team advised her
to go straight to the emergency room at a hospital near her
home. The care team alerted that hospital’s ER so that
they could be ready for her. She was ultimately admitted
to the hospital.”
Parrish care partners have felt the response from the
community as well. As the pandemic ramped up, PMC
established an Alternate Care Site, primarily for use to
screen individuals entering Parrish Medical Center, and
which could be converted for emergency care use. The
response proved more than expected.
“I feel the community has been very supportive and
appreciative of the precautions that PMC is taking to
protect us all,” said Donna Violette, a registered nurse.
“Many local businesses have been showing support by
bringing mask supplies, food, and words of encouragement.
I have had the opportunity to get to know and meet many
of our community members, as many come here frequently
for therapy. It was nice to see them almost daily and ask
how they were doing.”
As the pandemic progressed and dominated the news
and individual conversations, it could sometimes seem as if
COVID–19 was the only health issue with which people
were concerned. However, Parrish’s and other hospitals’
regular, daily, responsibilities didn’t disappear with the
Please see Parrish Healthcare, page 3
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Space Coast FPRA names Salvaggio
Wagner as organization’s Rising Leader
The Space Coast Chapter of the Florida Public Relations Association has announced Nina Salvaggio Wagner
as its 2020 Joe Curley Rising Leader recipient.
The Joe Curley Rising Leader Award program is
intended to identify and honor up–and–coming FPRA
members who demonstrate emerging leadership traits
along with dedicated, active involvement in FPRA chapter
activities, programs, functions and events.
A member since 2016, Salvaggio Wagner has served in
various leadership roles on the Space Coast FPRA board of
directors, most recently accepting the role of president–
elect for the 2020–21 year.
A past graduate of LeadershipFPRA, Salvaggio Wagner
is currently working to obtain her accreditation in public
relations in 2020.
“Nina has been a valuable team member and rising
leader since becoming part of our chapter. We’re thrilled to
cheer her on as a member of the Joe Curley Rising Leader
Class of 2020,” said Space Coast Chapter President Sara
Almond.
Salvaggio Wagner currently serves as the strategic
communications liaison for Lockheed Martin’s Fleet
Ballistic Missile Program, and the community relations
lead for Lockheed Martin Space on the Space Coast.
She earned her bachelor’s degree in public relations at
the University of West Florida in 2013. Her previous work
experiences include various public relations and communications roles for public and private entities, such as the
City of Orange Beach, City of Jacksonville, and The Viera
Co.
Visit https://spacecoastfpra.com to learn more about
the Space Coast Chapter of the Florida Public Relations
Association.
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Parrish Healthcare
Continued from page 2
appearance of the pandemic.
Nevertheless, one effect of COVID–19 on regular
hospital operations is to restrict visitation for everyone’s
protection. Parrish responded with virtual visits making
use of iPads to enable visitors to see and speak with their
loved ones. And it had impact.
“I have been receiving dialysis treatment at Parrish and
at a time like this, during the coronavirus pandemic,
there’s nothing more important than staying in touch with
your family,” said Peter Kuederli. I was able to connect
with my wife face–to–face via an iPad and let her know I’m
okay. I have had such good service at Parrish Medical
Center and I am so thankful for all the staff for caring for
me through this time.”
What the pandemic reminds us is that compassion,
courage, selflessness and kindness lift us up and have a
kind of impact to peoples’ lives that should not be forgotten
or taken for granted, says George Mikitarian, Parrish
Healthcare president and CEO.
“COVID–19 has created a new range of concerns, fears,
anxieties, and other emotions, because it’s new and no one
has seen anything like this in their lifetimes,” he said. “In
health care, the pressure is never ‘off,’ but it’s also taken a
new surge with the community’s and the country’s need to
respond to COVID–19.
“You really can’t know what you’re made of until you
know how you respond under pressure,” Mikitarian added.
“As I — and the community — assess the performance of
Parrish staff in the face of COVID–19, I don’t think I could
be prouder. And as all of us at Parrish watch how our
communities have responded, we couldn’t be prouder of
them, either. There are a lot of heroes for which we can be
grateful.”
MAY 25, 2020
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Coronavirus pandemic has thrust our nation’s inequities into the big spotlight
By Katie Philp
UCF Forum columnist
University of Central Florida
Anthropomorphism is the term for our tendency to give
human characteristics to animals or non–living things.
Many of us might recall it from our high school English
classes, but there is a psychological basis for our use of
anthropomorphism, as well.
It may help us develop empathy with the natural world,
reducing loneliness through connections with animal
companions, for example. It could also help us better
communicate complex issues. Remember not so long ago
when Floridians were preparing for the arrival of Dorian
rather than merely a major hurricane?
We need look no further than current events for
another striking example. COVID–19 has upended our
lives seemingly overnight. In both media and everyday
conversations, I often hear people refer to the virus in
human terms. It is ‘evil,’ ‘exploitative,’ ‘clever’ — it is our
enemy, actively plotting against us.
This language certainly helps us relate to one another
and rally with common purpose. But it is misleading.
Those who claim this is “a great equalizer” are biologically correct; the virus doesn’t care if you work out, if you
smoke, how big your house is, what your skin color is, who
your god is, or how old you are. It will use the same
mechanism of viral replication no matter the host.
But, generally speaking, the host’s response will
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determine the chance of survival. This is where the playing
field is anything but equal. And at the end of the day, the
virus doesn’t care because it can’t care. It is a microscopic
package of genetic material that exists only to replicate.
That’s it. It doesn’t exist to kill or to harm; those are just
side effects.
There is no thought, no intent, no malice on the part of
the virus. It is neither good nor bad. It just is.
This pandemic has thrust our nation’s inequities into
the spotlight. Much has been written already about the
flaws of an economy that is carried on the backs of our
most vulnerable, remote education that can only be offered
to those with means, and healthcare that cares less about
persons of color, among others. These conditions existed
long before the virus showed up.
To be clear, this is not a critique of the many selfless
individuals who are putting their lives at risk to treat
patients, finding ways to reach their students, or paying
their small–business employees. The point here is to
consider a world where they did not have to fight so hard
or risk so much. The virus did not build a nation of
inequality — we did.
We are giving too much credit to a microorganism.
Interestingly, the opposite of anthropomorphism is

dehumanization. When we talk about systems, we tend to
blur the very real struggles of individuals; we take the
humans out of the equation.
When I find hope during these times, it is because I
sometimes see glimmers of an awakening to the challenges
so many of our fellow humans are facing, and have faced
for a very long time, as a result of our systemic failures.
When we assign intent to a virus, we shift attention away
from such uncomfortable realities.
But I have to wonder, are we ready to confront our past
to move toward a better future?
Can we truly begin to dismantle systems that have
deeply embedded inequities and institutionalized oppression? Can we start to see the humanity in other humans?
Can we, as a society, really look in the mirror and recognize that this virus is not our enemy?
The enemy is us.
Katie Philp is the research and evaluation
manager for the Parramore Education and
Innovation District, a project of UCF’s Center for
Higher Education Innovation. She can be reached
at Katherine.Philp@ucf.edu.

Florida Attorney General Moody leads coalition calling for federal–state
partnership to hold the Communist Party of China responsible for virus
Attorney General Ashley Moody is calling for a federal–
state partnership to develop a comprehensive plan to hold
the Communist Party of China responsible for the
COVID–19 pandemic.
Moody is joined by 13 state attorneys general in the call
to action. The coalition sent a letter to President Donald
Trump requesting a partnership to begin exploring all
avenues to hold China responsible for the public health
and economic damage caused by its withholding of
information and international dissemination of misinformation as COVID–19 began to spread in China and
beyond.
“It’s clear China’s actions, or lack thereof, played a role
in the global spread of COVID–19 that is causing death
and economic destruction here in the United States,” said
Moody. “States must work in tandem with the federal
government to chart the best course of action to hold China
responsible for any dissemination of misinformation and
failure to mitigate this devastating virus.
“A federal–state partnership would be the most
effective and efficient means of coordinating resources to
thoroughly explore the economic, diplomatic and legal
options available to achieve the accountability our citizens
deserve and to force China to atone for the unprecedented
harm this crisis is inflicting on our nation.”

It is well–documented that the novel coronavirus
originated in Wuhan, China. It is also widely reported that
Chinese medical professionals attempted to warn the
public of the highly contagious nature of COVID–19, but
were silenced by the communist regime. Since the virus
crossed the China border and made its way to the U.S.,
more than 80,000 Americans, including roughly 1,800
Floridians, have contracted the virus and died.
Along with the rising death toll, the economic damage is
increasing with domestic and international trade drastically halted in an attempt to contain the spread of the
virus. The pandemic’s economic devastation has caused the
national unemployment rate to skyrocket from 3.5 percent
in February to its current rate of 14.7 percent.
Trillions in federal stimulus rescue funds are being
distributed to ease the economic suffering. More federal
action will likely be necessary as the American economy
attempts to slowly reemerge in the face of the constant
threat of infection.
Moody is leading the call for a federal–state partnership
with South Carolina Attorney General Alan Wilson. The
states are joined in this effort by attorneys general from
Alaska, Arkansas, Georgia, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Montana, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Tennessee and
West Virginia.

Mainstream to support development of process to convert municipal solid waste to energy
Mainstream Engineering Corp. has been awarded a
subcontract from Worcester Polytechnic Institute to
support development of a catalytic process to convert
municipal solid waste to energy for the Department of
Energy. The project goal is to improve processibility and
conversion of municipal solid waste (MSW) to an energy
dense liquid product by integrating green waste fractionation with hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL) and catalytic
upgrading.
As landfill space decreases, it is important that we
develop new solutions that divert MSW from landfills to
produce a valuable energy product. HTL is an excellent
choice to process MSW because HTL can rapidly convert
wet feeds into biocrude oil.
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Mainstream Engineering will perform analyses to
quantify the benefits of different reaction conditions and
configurations on the total cost of the energy product.
Ultimately, the project will result in a strategy to
convert wet wastes generated by municipalities to an
economically viable energy product.
The 34–year–old Brevard County manufacturer has a
history of conducting leading–edge research and development that has resulted in advanced cost–competitive
products, which are made in America. Founded in 1986,
the company’s mission is to transition advanced research
and development into high–quality, environmentally safe,
green, commercial products using lean manufacturing
techniques.
MAY 25, 2020
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2019 FLORIDA NOT FOR PROFIT CORPORATION ANNUAL REPORT
DOCUMENT# N36299
Entity Name: THE COCOA BEACH AREA HOTEL AND MOTEL ASSOCIATION,
INC.

FILED
Feb 07, 2019
Secretary of State
0275169506CC

Current Principal Place of Business:

File photo

976 BREVARD AVE
ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955

Timothy Michaud

Current Mailing Address:
976 BREVARD AVE
ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955
FEI Number: 59-3048626

Certificate of Status Desired: No

Name and Address of Current Registered Agent:
MICHAUD, TIMOTHY
1300 N ATLANTIC AVE
COCOA BEACH, FL 32931 US

‘Based upon my investigation as a
criminal investigator with the
Craven County Sheriff's Department there is probable cause to
arrest Timothy Michaud for sexual
assault on R(xxxx) Michaud.’
John Whitfield
May 7, 2010

The above named entity submits this statement for the purpose of changing its registered office or registered agent, or both, in the State of Florida.

SIGNATURE: TIMOTHY MICHAUD

02/07/2019
Date

Electronic Signature of Registered Agent

Officer/Director Detail :
Title

S

Title

T

Name

NORONHA, DENZIL

Name

GALZERANO, CRISTY

Address

5575 N ATLANTIC AVE

Address

2080 N ATLANTIC AVE

City-State-Zip:

COCOA BEACH FL 32931

City-State-Zip:

COCOA BEACH FL 32931

Title

DP

Name

WILLIAMSON, TOM

Address

3425 N ATLANTIC AVENUE

City-State-Zip:

COCOA BEACH FL 32931

0 black spots

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

I hereby certify that the information indicated on this report or supplemental report is true and accurate and that my electronic signature shall have the same legal effect as if made under
oath; that I am an officer or director of the corporation or the receiver or trustee empowered to execute this report as required by Chapter 617, Florida Statutes; and that my name appears
above, or on an attachment with all other like empowered.

SIGNATURE: TOM WILLIAMSON

DIRECTOR

Electronic Signature of Signing Officer/Director Detail

02/07/2019

‘I need to report suspected abuse.’
Dana Delaney Loyd
aka Theresa Smith
to Florida Abuse Hotline
at 11:12 a.m., April 29, 2015

Date

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

IS THE EIGHTEENTH CIRCUIT SHROUDING A PEDOPHILE?
BBN NOTE: John M. Stewart — a partner at Rossway Swan — is president of the 107,000 member The Florida Bar.

BBN 3821 PAGE 5
To Be Continued ...
MAY 25, 2020
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‘Loyalty is everything to me!!!’
Sheriff Robert Wayne Ivey
to Dana Delaney Loyd
at 5:19 p.m., April 29, 2015
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By Jennifer Kefauver (jenny@jkpublicrelationsdc.com)
and David W. Almasi (dalmasi@nationalcenter.org)
National Center for Public Policy Research
WASHINGTON – “Certain, measurable harm was
imposed on our civil liberties, on our economy and on our
health so we could reduce the less certain public health
risks of COVID–19” and this must never happen again,
says the National Center for Public Policy Research in a
just–released report.
The report, “Beyond COVID–19: Blueprint for Restoring Liberty, Rebuilding the Economy, Safeguarding Public
Health and Responding to Crises,” offers 54 specific
recommendations to help bring the nation through this
crisis and better prepare it for the next one.
Governmental response to the COVID–19 pandemic
has reflected “the precautionary principle on steroids,” says
the blueprint. The precautionary principle is the idea that
government should regulate potentially harmful behavior
even when there is scientific uncertainty over the level of
risk.

Over 30 million jobs have been lost, 39 states have
imposed quasi–martial law, trillions of dollars have been
added to the national debt and our Constitution has been
left in tatters due to the fear of the unknown, the report
asserts.
“COVID–19 is a serious public health problem that
required a serious response. But governments at the state
and local level took a meat cleaver to fundamental rights
instead of a scalpel and left the nation with an incredible
scar,” said David Ridenour, the principal author of Beyond
COVID–19.”
He added, “States have the authority to regulate
activity in the interests of public safety, but they must do
so by the least restrictive means necessary and apply
regulations equally to everyone. But many states didn’t do
so: Maryland and other states banned churches from
accepting donations at drive–in religious services while
allowing fast food drive–ins to operate. These states made
a value judgment — essential liberties are not essential,
but nonessential services are — and it is wrong.”
Beyond COVID–19 calls for measures to protect fundamental rights, to change America’s relationships with
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China and the World Health Organization (WHO), to roll
back regulations that helped exacerbate the crisis, and to
focus on pandemic relief rather than wealth redistribution.
Among the blueprint’s specific recommendations:
l Withhold federal aid from state and local governments that unduly infringe upon fundamental rights;
l End the Paycheck Protection Program and replace it
with a more modest, but highly targeted, program to help
small businesses keep employees at high risk of COVID–
19 on their payrolls;
l Reopen colleges and universities in the fall;
l Create a special federal court to address COVID–19–
related cases, to provide small business owners who have
lost everything due to government–enforced closures an
inexpensive and expeditious means of receiving relief while
putting pressure on local governments to reopen as quickly
as possible;
l Rescind or relax regulations that raise energy costs
for struggling Americans while providing minimal or no
benefits;
l Expand Committee on Foreign Investments in the
United States (CFIUS) scrutiny of Chinese investments in
the U.S., which include pharmaceuticals, medical devices
and personal protective equipment;
l Amend the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act to
permit Americans to sue China for their COVID–19 losses;
l Terminate U.S. funding for the World Health
Organization;
l Repeal Certificate of Need laws which restrict the
number of beds and other equipment at hospitals;
l Get the Food and Drug Administration and Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention out of the testing
business;
l Replace epidemiologists with economists at government briefings, as continued focus solely on health risks
will jeopardize economic recovery.
“COVID–19 will not be the last pandemic we will face.
This is why the steps we take must be driven by two
overriding considerations: First, we must bring about a
rapid recovery from the economic devastation brought on
by the nationwide lockdown by lifting regulatory barriers
that impede a rebound. Second, the measures we take
must also ensure that we are better prepared to confront
the next pandemic when it strikes,” said Bonner Cohen,
Ph.D., coauthor of Beyond COVID–19 and senior fellow at
the National Center.
“A key part of the recovery should be restoring the
eroded U.S. industrial base by ending our dependence on
China, the source of COVID–19, for key technologies and
materials — including pharmaceuticals and their active
ingredients and critical minerals used in medical equipment and national–security–related hardware,” added
Cohen. “Additionally, COVID–19 has shown itself to be
particularly virulent in urban settings, such as New York,
Detroit and Chicago. We now know that policies that
encourage high–density housing and an overreliance on
densely–packed public transportation enable a virus to
spread more rapidly, resulting in a greater loss of life.”
In addition to Ridenour and Cohen, National Center
Senior Fellows Horace Cooper and Drew Johnson also
coauthored the report.
The National Center for Public Policy Research,
founded in 1982, is a non–partisan, free–market, independent conservative think–tank. Ninety–four percent of its
support comes from individuals, less than four percent
from foundations and less than two percent from corporations. It receives over 350,000 individual contributions a
year from over 60,000 active recent contributors. Contributions are tax–deductible.
Follow us on Twitter at @NationalCenter for general
announcements.
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May an employer force staff to take their annual leave? Answer depends on which country the employee is in
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By Eustace Fernsby
press@fedee.com
FedEE Press Office
Many employees carefully build up their annual leave
entitlements each year to blow on a two–week summer
holiday, or take extended weekend breaks. But 2020 has
now ruined such plans and all those pictures in catalogues
of holidays eagerly pre–booked in January now look like a
distant dream. But what about an employer that comes
along and insists the annual holiday is used up to reduce
their future liability, or because a wage subsidy requires it
to be used up before the subsidy can kick in? May the
employee just say no?
The answer to that question depends very much which
country the employee is in, if they are covered by a labor
agreement or work for a Federation of International
Employers (FedEE) Member firm.
In the United Kingdom, a company may require its
employees to take their earned leave to date and ACAS
advises that leave can also be ordered during Furlough

(provided it is paid at the normal holiday rate). The
statutory four–week core leave may also be carried
forwards two years. However, in the Irish Republic things
are not quite as straightforward. Employers may determine leave periods, but only after consultation with
employees and after giving at least one–month notice.
They must also take into account an individual’s particular
family circumstances. Looking to the European continent,
employees in the Netherlands can be asked nicely if they
will take their leave at a particular date — but cannot be
forced to do so. In France, such things are never quite so
simple. No, leave cannot be forced by the employer, but a
local agreement can be made to allow up to six days to be
at an employer’s disposal.
Then, of course, there are the curious elements in
country laws — such as the fact that an employee in
Germany who has had all their vacation flights cancelled
cannot force their employer to change their leave dates. In
Australia, an employer may not only enforce annual leave
— but stretch it out to give twice the time paid at half the
rate.
Of course, there are numerous countries where many

smaller companies do not even observe annual leave
rights. Faced with the downturn in business, 60 percent of
workers in Bangladesh, 25 percent in India, and unknown
millions across Africa and Brazil have simply lost their
jobs — many without the luxury of notice periods.
There are also numerous reports, especially from
Eastern Europe, of small–to medium–sized employers
forcing employees to take unpaid leave and then being
asked to come back into work as usual. Happily, none of
these practices are being followed by our multinational
member companies, with many stretching budgets as
much as they can to protect their employees. What we
might all ask, however, is where are the other guardians of
employment standards other than FedEE right now —
such as the ILO, European Union or trades unions? Maybe
for them, every day is overpaid leave?
l What is FedEE? The Federation of International
Employers is the leading organization for multinational
companies, and is currently chaired by the Ford Motor Co.
It was founded in 1988, with financial assistance from the
European Commission. Today, it is an independent body
with blue–chip Corporate Members around the globe.
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A tale of two drugs: Money vs. medical wisdom; ‘it is unusual to call a drug standard of care until peer review’
online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

by Elizabeth Lee Vliet, M.D.
drleevlietmd@gmail.com
At the Presidential Briefing on April 30, Dr. Anthony
Fauci announced early results, prior to peer–review, of one
clinical trial using remdesivir, an intravenous experimental antiviral medicine in patients hospitalized with
COVID–19.
At the “warp speed” currently in vogue for the Fauci–
led push to a new vaccine, the very next day the FDA
issued an Emergency Use Authorization (EAU) for
remdesivir to be used in seriously ill hospitalized patients.
To announce the emergency approval, President Trump
met with the CEO of the drug’s manufacturer, Gilead
Sciences, in the Oval Office.
Such rapid authorization is quite unusual with the
FDA. Unlike the experimental remdesivir with no prior
FDA approval, hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) required two
months from reports of successful use in China and South
Korea to get the Mar 28 FDA EUA for use in hospitalized
COVID–19 patients. HCQ was approved in 1955 for
malaria, and later for lupus and rheumatoid arthritis.
Over the last 65 years, hundreds of millions of prescriptions have been written for HCQ worldwide.
The EUA for HCQ did not, however, expand its
availability but imposed restrictions to prevent non–
hospitalized patients from accessing the government’s
stockpile of the drug. Democrat Governors Cuomo (N.Y.),
Sisolak (Nev.), and Whitmer (Mich.), then imposed
restrictive orders on outpatient use, and all but four states
have followed their lead.
In decades of widespread use, HCQ has an impressive
safety record. Irregular heart rhythm or damage to the
retina occur rarely, usually with high doses used long
term. FDA shows only 62 cardiac deaths attributed to
HCQ out of more than 50 million prescriptions, or
0.000124 percent (1.2 out of each 1 million Rx).
Rheumatology guidelines for lupus and rheumatoid
arthritis do not even require baseline electrocardiograms
before prescribing HCQ, since the risk is minimal.
Approximately $70 million in U.S. taxpayer funding
began Gilead’s partnership with the U.S. Army, Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, and National Institutes of Health (NIH) to develop remdesivir. Initially for

treating Ebola, it failed to show benefit and was shelved. If
remdesivir is used to treat COVID–19, Gilead shareholders, not the taxpayers, will profit.
Early results of the first clinical trial of remdesivir
against placebo in coronavirus were announced at the
White House April 30, and showed modest benefits,
according to The New York Times. Surviving patients
given remdesivir were discharged 4 days sooner than
patients given placebo, though no criteria were given for
determining improvement. Death rates were not significantly different. About 25 percent of patients receiving
remdesivir had potentially severe side effects, including
multiple organ dysfunction, septic shock, acute kidney
injury, and low blood pressure. Another 23% showed
evidence on lab tests of liver damage.
Gilead’s own press release revealed the side effect of
acute respiratory failure in 6 percent of patients in the
remdesivir five–day treatment group, and 10.7 percent of
patients in the 10–day treatment group, clearly ominous
findings with a drug designed to treat respiratory failure
caused by COVID–19.
Dr. Steven Nissen, Cleveland Clinic cardiologist who
has conducted dozens of clinical trials, explained to The
New York Times: “The disclosure of trial results in a
political setting, before peer review or publication, is very
unusual. Scientists will need to see figures on harms
associated with the drug in order to assess its benefits….
This is too important to be handled in such a sloppy
fashion.”
Dr. Michele Barry, a global health expert at Stanford
University, expressed concern about Dr. Fauci’s overly
enthusiastic praise for remdesivir: “It is unusual to call a
drug the ‘standard of care’ until peer review of data and
publication, and before studies have shown benefit in
mortality.”
The leading communicable disease specialist in France,
Professor Didier Raoult, asked about another odd aspect of
the remdesivir trial: “Could Anthony Fauci explain why
the investigators of the NIAID remdesivir trial did change
the primary outcome during the course of the project?”
Death as the primary outcome was moved to a secondary
outcome, and days to recovery became the primary trial
outcome. Changing the primary outcome before trial
results are completed is highly unusual and suggests
“p–hacking” — manipulating the data to get a statistically
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significant “p value.”
In contrast, the multi–country compilation of evidence
on HCQ and azithromycin in treatment of COVID–19
(updated April 27, 2020) has consistently shown that these
older medicines prevent infections, significantly reduce
severity of illness, reduce viral load and duration of
infectivity, reduce number of hospitalizations, reduce
ventilator use, and markedly reduce deaths. The data is
far beyond “anecodotal,” as Dr. Fauci dismissively called it.
Money appears to be trumping medical wisdom in the
recent enthusiasm for remdesivir based on just one study
with modest results. One naturally wonders whether this
may have anything to do with the fact that the “world’s
largest asset manager,” BlackRock, owns the largest share
of all Gilead stock at 8.4 percent. BlackRock’s influence in
Washington, D.C., is legendary, and it recently was awarded the financial crown jewel of administering the Federal
Reserve’s $4.5 trillion COVID–19 loan bail–out program.
Is someone stacking the deck in Gilead’s favor? Nine of
the experts on the NIH COVID–19 Panel recommending
treatment options have disclosed financial support from
Gilead. Why did these nine experts not recuse themselves?
Did financial conflicts of interest affect the recommendation against HCQ, the older, safer, cheaper medicine, and
for use of remdesivir, the new, expensive experimental
medicine, based on weak, not–yet–peer–reviewed evidence?
HCQ has been off patent for decades, is available from a
dozen U.S. generic manufacturers, and is also produced in
China, India, Israel, and other countries. HCQ costs the
patient on average less than $10 (range 37–63 cents per
tablet), for the usual five–to–seven day course of treatment. Remdesivir costs upwards of $1,000 per dose, plus
the added costs of having to be hospitalized to receive it.
In addition to HCQ’s low cost, major pharmaceutical
companies (Novartis, Bayer, Teva, and others) have
donated nearly 50 million doses to the Strategic National
Stockpile. Tragically for Americans sick with COVID–19,
most of this medicine still sits in warehouses because state
governments are interfering with its use in outpatients
when it has greatest effect.
Patients’ lives are being sacrificed on the altar of
financial interests and elite D.C. powerbrokers instead of
being entrusted to the judgment of patients’ own physicians. We are witnessing the deadly consequences of
bureaucrats and governors practicing medicine.
Money over medical wisdom, and politics above
patients: two viruses more lethal than COVID–19.
l About the Author
Dr. Vliet has been a leader in patient centered,
individualized medical care. Since 1986, she has practiced
medicine independent of insurance contracts that interfere
with patient–physician relationships and decision–
making. Dr. Vliet focus is medical freedom and free–
market approaches to health care. Dr. Vliet is the founder
of Vive Life Center and Hormone Health Strategies with
medical practices in Tucson, Ariz., and Dallas Texas,
specializing in preventive and climacteric medicine with an
integrated approach to evaluation and treatment of women
and men with complex medical and hormonal problems
from puberty to late life.
Dr. Vliet is a past Director of the Association of
American Physicians and Surgeons (AAPS), a member of
the AAPS Editorial Writing Team on healthcare reform,
and a member of International Menopause Society and the
International Society for The Study of the Aging Male. She
received her M.D. degree and internship in Internal
Medicine at Eastern Virginia Medical School, and completed specialty training at Johns Hopkins Hospital. She
earned her bachelor’s and master’s degree from the College
of William and Mary in Virginia.
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4–H hatches virtual learning for students at Palm Beach schools; Embryology Program has waiting list
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By Lourdes Rodriguez
rodriguezl@ufl.edu
IFAS Communications
University of Florida
PALM BEACH COUNTY — Fluffy yellow chicks are
typically crowd pleasers, especially with young children
and teachers. For almost a decade, hundreds of chicks
have been the featured attraction in a popular 4–H
educational program known as the Embryology School
Enrichment Program held at various Palm Beach County
schools.
When the coronavirus pandemic required educators to
transform their hands–on classroom lessons to online
learning, parents altered their lives to incorporate this
new classroom experience at home with the objective of
creating a successful transition.
Meanwhile, 4–H agents took steps to continue
delivering the hands–on enrichment program in a virtual
platform. Despite stay–at–home orders closing classrooms for the year, the lessons continued letting students
learn and experience the life cycle of a baby chicken from
embryo to hatchling.
“We are longtime, proud partners of many Palm
Beach school teachers and we bring many activities into
the classroom each year,” said Noelle N. Guay, a 4–H
agent at UF/IFAS Extension Palm Beach County. “The
Embryology Program is by far the most popular with a
waiting list among elementary and K–8 schools. Though
schools are physically closed, we were not about to let
that stop us from running this great learning experience,
so we turned it into a virtual experience for teachers to
conduct.”

Typically, the program provides fertile eggs and all
the necessary equipment for incubation and post–hatch
care into classrooms throughout the year. The educational materials are provided to teachers by 4–H agents
allowing students to observe the journey of an embryo
through its 21–day lifecycle until it hatches. The fertile
eggs are donated by community partners Prism Farms,
Shores Animal Clinic, and Stormin Tailwind Farms.
The lesson plan takes place in stages. It starts with an
explanation between what makes a fertile egg and ones
they see at the grocery store. They learn about the
anatomy of an egg, the different types of chickens and
their chicks, the process of candling providing for a rare
view of the embryo as it forms its circulatory system. On
some occasions, they even get a rare look at some
surprises along the way.
“The kids and families are loving this connection to
nature and watching the recordings of me candling the
embryos,” said Leslee Hoepner–Scruggs at American
Heritage School. “It is very exciting because we saw
movement in the egg during candling last Thursday. We
are so grateful for the opportunity to connect with one
another during this time of quarantine as new life
springs this season. This embryology programs gives the
students motivation to log on and watch the development
unfold.”
As the third week of online school came to a close,
Guay and program specialists started receiving additional reports and social posts from teachers about their
students’ experiences with the first batch of kits and eggs.
The next set of five schools will receive kits in May with
lesson plans that will take them through the end of the
school year.
“My students have been really excited to see the

progress of the chicks when we do our Google Meets,”
said Stacey Neps, of H.L. Johnson Elementary School.
“They ask me every day how many more days until they
hatch. I’m hoping to go live when some are hatching so
they can see it.”
“It’s going great so far. We are about to hold a naming
contest,” said Kimberly Holley, of Grassy Waters
Elementary School. “Each grade will vote to name one
chick. The kids are very excited.”
“I just candled the eggs on a Google Meet with my
class,” said Cheryl Meeks of H.L. Johnson Elementary
School. “They are so excited that we have six eggs that
have embryos developing.”
One teacher, Dr. Kisha Jarrett from Dr. Mary McLeod
Bethune Elementary School, has shared the experience
on YouTube for others to see in a day by day journey of
the chicks.
By the end of the school year, approximately 28
schools will have received kits with a final distribution
scheduled this year to four schools in May. Next year,
schools can register beginning in August through an
online survey that 4–H Extension Palm Beach County
will post on their site.
The mission of the University of Florida Institute of
Food and Agricultural Sciences (UF/IFAS) is to develop
knowledge relevant to agricultural, human and natural
resources and to make that knowledge available to
sustain and enhance the quality of human life. With
more than a dozen research facilities, 67 county Extension offices, and award–winning students and faculty
in the UF College of Agricultural and Life Sciences,
UF/IFAS brings science–based solutions to the state’s
agricultural and natural resources industries, and all
Florida residents.
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16 Honor Graduates
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 National Merit Scholar
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 United States Air Force Academy Appointment
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 United States Merchant Marine Academy Appointment
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Over 300 College and University Acceptances
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Over $3 Million in Scholarships and Awards
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 13,000 Community Service Hours Completed
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Tech employment in Florida grows by 18,000 net new jobs, Cyberstates’ report reveals tech’s impact

online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

By Steven Ostrowski
sostrowski@comptia.org
Director, Corporate Communications
CompTIA
TALLAHASSEE — Information technology employment in Florida grew by nearly 18,000 net new jobs in
2019, capping a decade in which the state’s tech–related
workforce expanded by more than 120,000, according to
Cyberstates 2020, the definitive guide to the U.S. tech
industry, occupations and trends published annually by
CompTIA, the leading trade association for the global IT
industry.
Net tech employment increased by an estimated 17,987
workers in 2019, an increase of 3.2 percent over 2018.
From 2010 through 2019 tech employment in Florida
grew by 25.9 percent. Tech workers now make up 6.2 percent of the state’s workforce.
The tech sector accounts for 7.8 percent of the state’s
total economy. At $73.8 billion, Florida ranks sixth
nationally in the dollar amount of its economic impact.

“Technology powered job growth and economic gains in
the past decade in Florida and across the county while
delivering countless benefits in how we work, communicate, create and share,” said Todd Thibodeaux, president
and CEO of CompTIA.
“Looking ahead, the need for professionals from all
backgrounds to develop, support, and protect these
technologies will continue to grow,” Thibodeaux added. “In
these trying times it is often difficult to think beyond
today, but we must remain committed to preparing the
workforce of tomorrow for success in whatever the future
may hold.”
Florida ranks fourth nationally in net tech employment
and third in the total number of jobs added last year.
“The labor market for technology professionals was
extremely tight during 2019, with unemployment nationwide at historic lows throughout periods of the year,” said
Tim Herbert, executive vice president for research and
market intelligence at CompTIA. “This speaks to the
broad–based demand for tech talent across regions,
industries and employers looking to capitalize on innovation that was once in the realm of science fiction, but
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increasingly reality.”
In fact, positions in emerging technologies accounted for
13.7 percent of all tech job postings in Florida last year.
More from Cyberstates 2020
l The Orlando metropolitan market experienced a 30.3
percent increase in net tech employment between 2010
and 2019. In the Tampa metro area, the growth rate for
the decade was 22.8 percent, and in Miami, 21.8 percent.
l Orlando ranked sixth nationally in the percentage
increase (4.7 percent) in year–over–year tech employment
last year.
l The economic impact of the tech sector in the Orlando
area totals an estimated $13.2 billion, or 10.2 percent of
the total economy and more than any other industry.
l The estimated median tech occupation wage in
Florida is $71,862. That is 86 percent higher than the
median wage for all occupations in the state.
Cyberstates 2020 is based on CompTIA’s analysis of
data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Bureau
of Economic Analysis, Economic Modeling Specialists
International (EMSI), Burning Glass Technologies,
Hoovers and other sources.
Visit https://www.cyberstates.org/ for the latest data on
the economic and employment impact of the U.S. tech
industry.
The Computing Technology Industry Association is a
leading voice and advocate for the $5.2 trillion global
information technology ecosystem; and the estimated 75
million industry and tech professionals who design,
implement, manage, and safeguard the technology that
powers the world’s economy. Through education, training,
certifications, advocacy, philanthropy, and market
research, CompTIA is the hub for advancing the tech
industry and its workforce. Visit comptia.org to learn more.

Commissioner Fried announces winners
of the Agriculture History essay contest
TALLAHASSEE — Agriculture Commissioner Nikki
Fried and the Florida Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services have announced the winners of the inaugural Florida Agriculture History Award essay contest.
“As one of our state’s oldest and proudest industries,
Florida agriculture has seen incredible progress through
the dedication of individuals we don’t often encounter in
history books,” said Fried. “Congratulations to the
inaugural winners of the Agriculture History Award essay
contest, and thank you to all who participated. Together,
we’re honoring the rich history and the many contributions
that women, African American, and Latinx figures
continue to make to the great state of Florida.”
The 500–word essay competition was established by
Commissioner Fried in late 2019 to encourage Florida
elementary, middle, and high school students to discover
the achievements of women, African American, Hispanic,
and Latinx leaders that have made notable impacts on
Florida agriculture. From Nov. 1 through Jan. 10, FDACS
received 124 essay submissions from fourth through 12th–
graders enrolled in Florida public and private schools.
The competition consisted of three topic categories that
each contain three grade–level sub–categories. Nine
winners were selected: one elementary school contestant
(grades 4–5), one middle school contestant (grades 6–8)
and one high school contestant (grades 9–12) was chosen
from each topic category.
The full list of the 2020 Agriculture History Award
recipients can be found at https://www.fdacs.gov/Education/Agricultural–History–Award–Competition.
Winners will receive a $1,000 Florida Prepaid 529
Scholarship, courtesy of Fresh From Florida.
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Seven best ways to be prepared for a possible layoff; no one should assume their employment status is safe
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By Lisa Rangel
media@chameleonresumes.com
In today’s economic climate, even the most stable
of positions can possibly be at risk. St. Louis Fed
President James Bullard stated on March 22 in a
Bloomberg interview that U.S. jobless claims may soar
to 30 percent this year because of the effects of the
coronavirus on the economy.
As of April 23, U.S. jobless claims reached 26 million, according to NBC News. With those numbers
looming, it’s simply prudent for everyone to be prepared
for a possible layoff and no one should assume their
employment status is safe.
To prepare for a potential layoff, we look in the rear–
view mirror of the 2001 and 2008 layoff experiences and
add in a few unique–to–2020 actions to prepare for this
economic recession.
(1) Assume you lost your job today. Reduce all of the
expenses you can now proactively to shrink your
monthly budget to as small as you can make it. This
way you will be ready with a smaller budget if a layoff
were to come and, until then, save the budget savings
in a rainy–day fund.
(2) Be prepared to ask for health–care benefit
extensions if you expect a layoff is coming. This may
prove to be more valuable than severance for some
people. Do the calculations ahead of time and compare
to options on healthcare.gov to know what options you
have and what costs are associated with maintaining
benefits.
(3) Listen to the https://
PretendYoureFiredToday.com (PYFT) podcast. It is 52

weeks of 10– to 15–minute podcast episodes on steps to
take to ensure you are prepared for an unexpected
layoff in the best way possible.
(4) As the PYFT podcast suggests, update your
resume and LinkedIn profile while you still have access
to your company’s performance data. Utilize achievement–based language to strengthen each career
document so you are prepared to outshine competitors
when it’s time to put the documents to use. Here are
two resources to help you begin to make your document
updates: https://resumecheatsheet.com and https://
linkedinprofilecheatsheet.com.
(5) Nurture and grow your virtual networks. Sign up
for your own personal Zoom account and an online
scheduling tool (for example, TimeTrade and Acuity) for
online networking opportunities you can do and should
do now while still employed. As many companies
migrate to work from home arrangements, networking
from home activities are now equally the new rage.
Using these tools set up one–on–one update chats,
group social hours, professional association virtual
meetups, and corporate and college alumni online get–
togethers. In today’s climate, there is no easier way to
build a network than taking advantage of the online
conference call tools available to you. This way your
network is primed if you need it.
(6) Look where hiring is happening. In the end, yes,
we will have more layoffs happen than hires. But that
doesn’t mean hiring is zero. Hiring happens in recessions, as we saw in 2001 and 2008. Explore openings for
what you do or how your skills can be transferred to
essential companies, companies needing temporary
leaders and workers, forward–thinking companies that
will build during the downturn, companies advertising
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hiring in the news and online, and downsizing companies. One common oversight is knowing that
downsizing companies often hire in small amounts at
the same time. The downsizing in itself creates openings related to the function of the downsizing. Don’t
assume hiring is dead because it is a crisis. Hiring is
simply different.
(7) Skills can be repurposed in case you are unable to
work in your current industry. Say for example, you are
an information technology leader in retail, could your
skills be used in industries that are highly dependent
on inventory management? Or would sports companies,
unable to do events during the sheltering–in–place era,
be interested in merchandising IT expertise to expand
sports attire business lines to keep fans connected to
the brand? If you proactively look at areas hiring,
evaluate how your IT skills could be leveraged into a
new industry. And this can be applied to other industries as well.
What we learned from 2001 and 2008 recessions are
to be prepared for the worst, know these challenging
times will pass, and use this time to rebuild to come out
stronger during the recovery–because we will eventually recover.
l Lisa Rangel is the founder and managing director
of Chameleon Resumes LLC (chameleonresumes.com),
an executive resume writing and job–landing consulting
firm named a “Forbes Top 100 Career Website.”
As a Cornell University graduate, she is also a
Certified Professional Resume Writer, Job Landing
Consultant and 13–year recruiter. Rangel has been a
moderator for LinkedIn’s Premium Groups since 2012.
Rangel has authored 16 career resources found at
joblandingacademy.com.
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Downtown Produce Market & More retail store on Ellis Road in Melbourne was a start–up venture 15 years ago. It was founded by the husband–and–wife team of Gaylord and Jill Aker. Downtown Produce
employs about 60 people. Ramon Ceballos is the store’s manager and Amanda Humes is the assistant manager. From left, the team includes: Ceballos; Jose Castillo, maintenance and produce; Francisco
Perez, grocery lead; Pamela McClung, lead cashier; Suzanne Steele, dairy lead; Dawn Gallia, head chef; Dan Desmond, head chef; and Humes.

Downtown Produce Market & More nears 15th anniversary; independent gourmet
grocery a big success; known for wide selection of fresh produce, meats, and wine
By Ken Datzman
Downtown Produce Market & More is a triumph of
American entrepreneurship.
Located on Ellis Road in Melbourne and open seven
days a week, the gourmet food retail store will mark its
15th year of operation in 2021.
The business was founded by the husband–and–wife
team of Gaylord and Jill Aker. The family run enterprise
has been embraced by the community in a big way.
Downtown Produce is one of the most successful businesses of its kind in the region, and beyond.
The Akers originally started Downtown Produce in
1982. Their wholesale business served restaurants and
other establishments.
Then as the community grew, they saw a niche for a
specialty food store in the Melbourne area that catered to
consumers.
The Akers have been able to build a strong client base.
Their store has a team of customer–service oriented
BREVARD BUSINESS NEWS / 12

associates, many of whom have been with the business for
years.
“I have been working for Downtown Produce since the
very first day the store opened,” said Ramon Ceballos, who
rose through the ranks to become the store’s manager. “I
have seen Downtown Produce evolve through the years
and it’s been incredible the strides we’ve made.”
Ceballos added, “We have customers coming from
Viera, from Palm Bay, and from the beaches to shop in our
store. We respect the customers. They are the reason we
are here. Gaylord and Jill and every one of our 60 employees have worked hard to make this business a success. I
really like the way they set out to do this: respect the
customers, respect the employees, and offer a great
selection of items.”
Team member Amanda Humes will mark her seventh
year with Downtown Produce in October. She is the store’s
assistant manager.
“It’s definitely nice to be working for a family owned
business,” said Humes, who earned her bachelor’s degree
in education from the University of Central Florida and

opted to stay with Downtown Produce when she was
offered the assistant manager’s position six years ago.
She started at Downtown Produce as a cashier and has
seen firsthand how a small business operates.
“I saw this as a great opportunity to be part of a small
business. Downtown Produce has grown a lot over the last
10 or more years,” said Humes.
“The owners really care about their employees and that
makes a big difference. Gaylord and Jill have created an
outstanding work environment, and they are hands–on
operators,” she added.
The Downtown Produce customer reviews on Google, of
which there are 1,395, averaging 4.6 out of 5 stars,
highlight how well received the store is by people who shop
there.
Samuel Evans posted this comment: “The store is
always clean and well–stocked with fresh foods and
products. Best prices on meals as well. Customer service is
excellent. Everyone is willing to help at all times.”
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Community Foundation, Space Coast Health Foundation, and United Way
create model partnership in time of coronavirus pandemic; support needed
By Ken Datzman
ROCKLEDGE — Around mid–March,
when some of the first coronavirus cases
were confirmed in Brevard County, three
local nonprofit organizations, seeing
strength in numbers, swung into action
and partnered.
The Community Foundation for
Brevard, Space Coast Health Foundation,
and United Way of Brevard — among the
most significant nonprofit entities in the
region — came together to leverage their
knowledge, resources, and strengths to
help the community in a time of crisis.
“All of sudden, when the coronavirus
became super–real, the three of us came
together knowing that this is bigger than
any one organization,” said Theresa
Grimison, the president and chief executive
officer at the Community Foundation for
Brevard.
The Community Foundation for
Brevard helps nonprofits carry out their
important work by awarding grants,
forging community partnerships, and
educating philanthropists and partners
about the organizations that are most
aligned with their charitable interests.
“As soon as we all started working
remotely on this project, the conversations
began,” said Grimison. “It’s been an
uplifting experience. The collaboration has
been terrific. I think it’s a great thing for
our community because we are standing
together in a time of crisis. Each organization has an approach to how it does its
work in the community, but we have lots of
partners in common. And we have different
networks we can bring to the table. We are
leveraging all of that.”
“I feel like we have become stronger
together and we are able to do more, and I
am appreciative of that,” added Johnette
Gindling, the president and chief executive
officer of Space Coast Health Foundation.
“The pandemic is a fluid situation right
now. It’s changing. The three organizations
are in this for the long haul. We need to
make sure we have the resources to help as
many people as we can.”
The Space Coast Health Foundation is a
grant–making organization established to
enhance the health and wellness of
individuals and communities in Brevard.
Gindling’s organization operates two
programs — the Lifetime Counseling
Center and the Children’s Advocacy Center
of Brevard.
“One of the things we did right away
was to get all our Lifetime counselors on
telecounseling so they could continue to
provide services to the community,” said
Gindling. “That was very important
because we not only serve the general
population of the community, but also the
MAY 25, 2020
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The Community Foundation for Brevard, the Space Coast Health Foundation, and United Way of Brevard recently partnered to establish the Brevard
COVID–19 Response. From left: Theresa Grimison, president and CEO, Community Foundation for Brevard; Rob Rains, president, United Way of
Brevard; and Johnette Gindling, president and CEO, Space Coast Health Foundation.

Brevard County school system.”
Rob Rains, who is in his 26th year as
president of United Way of Brevard, has
long steered his collaborative organization
that works to strengthen communities.
“We have this great respect and history
of collaboration, so it was natural to call
each other and say ‘let’s work together’ on a
joint COVID–19 response,” Rains said. “We
are all funders. We have relationships with
various agencies. Without this partnership,
the many agencies would have to respond
to our three different inquiries as we reach
out to help them and assess their needs.”
The need is great. For example, over a
six–week period last year, starting March
16, the nonprofit helpline 2–1–1 Brevard
received 180 calls from people asking about
food pantries in the county. This year over
the same six–week period, 2–1–1 Brevard
answered 905 calls about food pantries.
People asking about food stamps, in the
same period, jumped from 62 to 199
requests.
An increasing number of agencies that

provide services to people in need are
finding it challenging to continue to operate
because one of their main sources of
funding has been halted — fundraisers and
galas.
“At the same time, they are dealing
with more requests to help people,” said
Rains.
The three organizations established the
Brevard COVID–19 Response. They are
working with several local partners across
sectors to better understand how
nonprofits are providing important services
to those in need in Brevard.
Their funders will provide additional
financial resources to nonprofit agencies
and individuals on the Space Coast most
impacted by growing economic devastation
caused by the virus.
The Response team will receive
donations and make emergency grants to
nonprofits that have deep roots supporting
impacted communities, particularly those

Visit BrevardBusinessNews.com for Advertising Information

that are disproportionately affected by this
pandemic and its economic consequences.
“The three organizations all have their
own online grant–management system,”
said Gindling. “But we made it easier and
put together a joint application that we
send to the agencies to complete. It’s simple
and it gives us the basic information that
we need to be able to make funding
decisions.”
The Community Foundation for
Brevard, Space Coast Health Foundation,
and United Way of Brevard will match up
to $50,000 each, totaling $150,000 between
the three funders, and they’re seeking
private donations, too. For every dollar
donated, two dollars will go to relief efforts.
United Way of Brevard’s emergency
funding kicked off the project.
Recently, the three organizations hosted
a Zoom meeting for the agencies. “We had
close to 50 agencies on the call,” said
Gindling. “They told us where they see

Please see Brevard COVID–19 Response, page 21
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City of Palm Bay announces phased reopening details; public access to city facilities available by appointment
online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

By Keely Leggett
keely.leggett@pbfl.org
Community Information Coordinator
City of Palm Bay
PALM BAY — In accordance with Gov. Ron DeSantis’
“Plan for Florida’s Recovery,” Palm Bay has launched a
phased reopening of the city facilities.
The soft reopening began May 18. Public access to city
facilities are available by appointment only, where
necessary. The city will continue to provide services
virtually where possible to limit person–to–person
interaction.
As outlined in Florida’s reopening guidelines, the City
of Palm Bay will limit building occupancy to 25 percent or
less. The Phase 1 reopening plan will remain flexible to
allow adjustments to be made based on new developments
that may impact the health and safety of the community.
During the initial reopening phase, citizens are
encouraged to continue utilizing the city’s online service
options and contacting staff by telephone or email.

City of Palm Bay facilities will reopen with a slow,
steady, and safety–conscious approach to ensure that
proper safety and social distancing guidelines are observed. Recently, the city’s Facilities Department installed
new protective measures such as sneeze guards in areas
visited regularly by the public as well as and intercoms at
the two main entrances on the north and south side of the
City Hall Annex building, 120 Malabar Road SE.
Signage and floor markings have also been fitted
throughout city buildings to encourage social distancing.
The city will also continue enhanced facility cleaning and
sanitization protocols put in place during the initial
COVID–19 response to include the sanitization of frequently touched surfaces such as door handles and stair
rails.
As part of the first phase reopening efforts, the City of
Palm Bay has launched the “OUR Palm Bay” initiative in
support of area businesses. The OUR Palm Bay campaign,
short for “Open Up and Recover,” provides resources to
assist businesses with resiliency planning, the identification of funding opportunities, and support reopening of
Palm Bay business, to include a Back2Business Directory,
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whereby businesses that are open under the governor’s
Executive Orders may register to let residents know that
they’re open for business. The OUR Palm Bay initiative
also includes several local waivers, flexibilities, and
temporary relief programs relating to business resumption
within the city limits of Palm Bay.
OUR Palm Bay waivers and accommodations:
Building Permit fees waived for all projects valued at
$50,000 or less
l Valid June 1 through Sept. 31, 2020
Code Compliance amnesty for eligible properties with
old liens that are now in compliance
l Valid June 1 through Dec. 31, 2020
Penalties waived for delinquent Business Tax Receipts
(BTRs)
l Valid for businesses with 100 or fewer employees at
each licensed location
l Penalties for BTRs not renewed by Oct. 1, 2020, will
be waived through Dec. 31, 2020
On May 4, the city released guidelines for outdoor
dining. The city has historically not had formal outdoor
dining regulations. In the past, requests for outdoor dining
have been reviewed on an informal basis by Land Development Division staff. In order to expedite such requests in
response to COVID–19, staff has implemented guidelines
for restaurants to provide outdoor dining.
Restaurants seeking an outdoor dining certificate will
be required to submit a site layout for plan review by Land
Development staff. Restaurants will be required to
maintain a six–feet separation between tables and meet
certain provisions to be met relating to hours of operation,
canopies, tents, or awnings and maintaining access to
entrances or exits, fire lanes, hydrants or sprinkler
connection points, drive aisles and back–up areas,
pedestrian and handicap access, etc. Outdoor seating must
be on a paved surface and seating capacity will be reviewed
on a case–by–case basis.
Residents and businesses seeking additional information related to the soft reopening of city facilities or
business waivers are asked to visit
www.palmbayflorida.org.

Zoo to reopen with new guidelines,
attendees must wear protective masks
The Brevard Zoo will reopen to the public on Sunday,
May 23, with several changes in place for the safety of the
animals, guests and staff. Hours of operation are 9:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m.; last admission is at 3 p.m. for nonmembers and
3:30 p.m. for members.
All guests, including members, will be required to
reserve timed–entry tickets online before arrival to limit
the number of entrants per hour.
All guests 7 years of age and older must have a mask or
face covering to enter the Brevard Zoo.
Certain areas and experiences, including Paws–On and
some animal feedings, will be closed or unavailable. Guests
are required to maintain a six–foot distance from other
parties and follow a one–way path throughout most of the
Brevard Zoo.
“Our Zoo holds a special place in the hearts of Brevard
County residents,” said Keith Winsten, the Brevard Zoo’s
executive director. “We recognize how stressful this
situation has been for our community and the world at
large, and we look forward to once again providing a safe
outdoor experience for the whole family.”
The Brevard Zoo plans to modify these guidelines as the
situation changes in the coming months. More details and
timed–entry tickets are available at brevardzoo.org/
guidelines.
MAY 25, 2020
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Florida State awards record number of medallions to spring graduates, including nine students from Brevard
online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

By Amy Farnum–Patronis
afarnumpatronis@fsu.edu
University Communications
Florida State University
TALLAHASSEE — Florida State University
awarded honors medallions to 383 high–achieving
graduates — the university’s largest class to date —
during a virtual ceremony on Thursday, April 30.
The number includes nine students from Brevard
County.
The FSU Honors Program supports the efforts and
talents of the university’s most intellectually curious
students who have the potential, dedication and drive
for creating change.
The virtual ceremony included remarks from
President John Thrasher, Provost Sally McRorie, the
late Dean of Undergraduate Studies Karen Laughlin,
Robert O. Lawton Distinguished Professor of English
David Kirby and Annette Schwabe, director of the FSU
Honors Program.

“By earning an honors medallion, you have already
demonstrated a desire to challenge yourself and a
motivation to succeed,” Thrasher told honorees. “These
values will serve you well — both in the workplace and
in life.”
The breakdown of the honors awardees is as follows:
l 228 graduates, University Honors Program
Earned at least 18 Honors points in fulfillment of
the general honors program requirements.
l 99 graduates, Honors in the Major Program
Completed an honors thesis in fulfillment of the
requirement for the distinction “with Honors” in their
major department.
l 23 graduates, Dual Honors
Completed both the University Honors Program and
the Honors in the Major program.
l 33 graduates, Outstanding Senior Scholar distinction
Completed the University Honors Program and the
Honors in the Major program and graduated Summa
Cum Laude, having a GPA of 3.9 or higher.
The honors medallion recipients, along with their




hometowns, academic majors and award designations,
are listed by state and city below. Designations are:
HON — University Honors, HITM — Honors in the
Major, DUAL — dual honors, OSS — dual honors with
a 3.9 GPA or higher.
l Melbourne
Elianna Cooper, Literature, Media and Culture,
HON
Eva Johnson, Interior Design, HON
Lily Parker, Biological Science, HON
Anastasia Stichter, Exercise Physiology, HON
l Melbourne Beach
Zoe, D’Alessandro, Editing, Writing and Media,
HITM
Jessica Bissey, Economics, HON
l Merritt Island
Shannon Ament, Biological Science, HON
Leah Huff, International Affairs, HON
l West Melbourne
Claire Young, Theatre, HON
For more information about the FSU Honors
Program, visit honors.fsu.edu.
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AG Ashley Moody issues ‘Back the Blue Alert’ in effort to recognize people taking steps to support each other
online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

By Trevor DeGroot
trevor.degroot@myfloridalegal.com
Attorney General Moody’s Communications Office
TALLAHASSEE — Attorney General Ashley Moody
has issued a “Back the Blue Alert” to recognize the
thousands of law–enforcement officers, citizens and
organizations throughout the state coming together to
support one another through this pandemic.
Since the coronavirus began to spread in Florida,
Moody suspended in–person events to join Floridians in
stopping the spread of the coronavirus. As a result, Back
the Blue Award presentations are currently suspended.
However, law enforcement and Floridians continue to go to
great lengths to support each other and the medical
community as we all work together to end the pandemic.
“Our campaign is designed to highlight law enforcement officers, organizations and citizens taking extraordinary steps to Back the Blue,” said Moody. “While this
campaign is temporarily on hold, I am overwhelmed with
how Floridians and law enforcement are coming together

to support each other as we all work together to stop the
spread of COVID–19.”
She added, “If I was able, I would issue each and every
one of these great Floridians a Back the Blue Award in
person, but for now, all I can do is say THANK YOU and
keep fighting. Your selflessness and compassion are
helping a lot of Floridians through these challenging
times.”
Reports abound of Florida law–enforcement officers
providing essential commodities, like hand sanitizers and
face masks, to citizens free of charge.
Rockledge Police Department officers are volunteering
off–duty to pick up and deliver prescriptions to residents
over 65 or with underlying health conditions so they do not
have to risk coming in contact with someone who has
COVID–19.
The Manatee County Sheriff’s Office is making and
donating face masks to other first responders — about 100
a day.
In Miami, school resource officers are helping deliver
food to students who may go hungry without daily school
lunches.
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In Hillsborough County, three deputies took quick
action to resuscitate a COVID–19 positive man —
jeopardizing their health in an attempt to save his life.
These are just a few examples of how law enforcement
is going above and beyond to serve the communities they
love. Businesses, community organizations and citizens
are also showing their appreciation to law enforcement,
first responders and medical professionals.
Multiple businesses are offering discounts or free items
and meals to first responders and health–care workers
throughout Florida.
Costa Sunglasses donated more than 600 face masks to
the Daytona Beach Police Department. State Rep. Chip
LaMarca’s nephew delivered sweet treats to the Lighthouse Point Police Department and the local fire station.
One Floridian even ran 7 miles waving a huge American
flag in honor of our first responders.
Police–cruiser parades are quickly becoming a great
way to boost the morale of our medical heroes risking their
health daily to save lives. These parades are being held
almost daily in Florida with the Tampa Police Department, Orange County Sheriff’s Office and St. Petersburg
Police Department getting in on the action, just to name a
few.
In Eustice and other central Florida cities on April 15,
“Bells–of–Thanks” ceremonies were held with music
ringing throughout downtowns in a loud showing of
support for first responders.
These are just some of the ways Floridians are coming
together to support each other, show gratitude and fight
the pandemic.
Moody is asking Floridians who can safely contribute,
to find a way to say thank you to law enforcement, first
responders and the medical professionals risking their
health to protect ours. To learn more about her Back the
Blue Award, visit http://myfloridalegal.com.

State opens COVID–19 drive–through
testing site at EFSC Palm Bay campus
A drive–through, community–based no–appointment–
required COVID–19 testing site has opened at the Eastern
Florida State College Palm Bay campus.
The site was created through a partnership between
Brevard County, the City of Palm Bay, Eastern Florida
State College, the Florida Division of Emergency Management, the Florida Department of Health, and the Florida
National Guard.
The site will support testing for Brevard County residents, as well as those who live outside Brevard County.
Testing will be available seven days a week for individuals over the age of 18, regardless of symptoms. Photo
identification is required for all who desire testing, to verify
they are of legal age. The test site is drive–through only.
Please limit passengers in the vehicle to those who are
being tested, and no more than five people. Individuals
being tested will not be permitted to exit their vehicle. A
prescription is not required to receive a test. The test will
be a nasal swab. Once samples are collected, they will be
sent to a commercial lab for testing and results will be
provided as soon as they are available.
More information about what to expect when coming to
the site can be found at https://floridadisaster.org/
globalassets/covid19/walk–in–test–sites/cbts–faq–3.pdf
Testing will take place daily from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Enter
the campus at San Filippo Drive SE at Manchester Circle.
For more information regarding Brevard County
Emergency Management’s COVID–19 response, visit
https://www.brevardfl.gov/emergency–event/status–
reports.
MAY 25, 2020
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Reps. Posey and Crist introduce bipartisan space–

online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

launch legislation to keep America first in space
By George M. Cecala
george.cecala@mail.house.gov
Communications Director & Deputy
Chief of Staff
Congressman Bill Posey (FL–08)
WASHINGTON — As we pass the 59th
Anniversary of the first American human
space flight launch that saw Alan Shepard
pilot the famous Freedom 7 capsule as part
of the Mercury program, U.S. Representatives Bill Posey (R–Florida) and Charlie
Crist (D–Florida) have introduced bipartisan legislation to build on that important
legacy and keep America first in space. The
American Space Commerce Act (H.R. 6783)
supports American leadership in space by
providing an incentive for American space
firms to keep investing in America and
launching from American soil.
“Our domestic space launch industry is
in our national security interest and
America is up against unfair trade
practices from nations like China and
Russia that heavily subsidize space
launches,” said Posey. “Our bill provides a
powerful incentive for our space firms to
keep investing to support America’s
growing commercial space sector, further
advancing our leadership in space and
securing the ultimate military high ground
for years to come. I thank my colleague,
Congressman Crist, for joining me in
introducing this legislation which is critical
to both the state of Florida and our nation.”

“The U.S. aerospace industry plays a
critical role in advancing our nation’s space
exploration goals, national security
posture, and global competitiveness,” said
Crist. “I’m proud to work with Congressman Posey to introduce this bill to
strengthen American leadership in space.
The American Space Commerce Act will
help shield the U.S. aerospace industry
from unfair trade practices, promote our
national security, and protect workers in
communities across Florida and America.”
The 2019 Report to Congress of the
U.S.–China Economic and Security Review
Commission states that “China is taking
steps to establish a commanding position
in the commercial launch and satellite
sectors relying in part on aggressive state–
backed financing that foreign market
driven companies cannot match.”
The report further adds, “China has
already succeeded in undercutting some
U.S. and other foreign launch and satellite
providers in the international market,
threatening to hollow out these countries’
space industrial bases.”
The American Space Commerce Act will
level the playing field by extending existing
space launch tax incentives for an additional ten years for companies that launch
their payloads from the United States. By
doing this the bill helps free up more
capital to allow American space companies
to continue to invest in developing new
technology and launching future space
missions from the United States.
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Final curtain falls on iconic Cocoa Village retail shop,
Season Tickets Boutique to close; inventory clearance
COCOA — May 13, 2020 — Season Tickets Boutique, an iconic women’s shop in
Historic Cocoa Village, known for one–of–a–kind sheik designs and glamorous gowns, will
sell its last garments on May 31, owner Osa Berggren has announced.
After 32 years, she is closing the shop for good.
Located at the corner of Brevard Avenue and Oleander Street since 1988, the boutique
is easily recognizable with its window displays featuring formal wear, cruise and vacation
ensembles, dresses, and accessories. Customers include socialites and professionals from
across the U.S. who found Berggren’s shop an ideal place to find just the right look to fit
their styles, knowing there was little chance someone else would show up at an event or
occasion wearing the identical item.
Berggren’s innate ability to vision the perfect attire for each client — and her keen eye
to find them unique fashions from around the world — is what set her apart from others.
Unfortunately, after years of building a following of loyal clientele, with many customers traveling from throughout Florida and from as far away as Washington, D.C., to
patronize her shop, the impacts of the coronavirus pandemic have taken their toll on her
revenue and ability to stay in business.
“A majority of my annual revenue comes in March and April as ladies are preparing for
the many seasonal special events, vacations and other occasions at which they want to
look their best,” Berggren said. “When our economy shut down, due to Covid–19, so did my
business and I cannot make up the lost revenue.”
While disappointed that the current situation is resulting in the closure of her beloved
business, Berggren is happy that she was able to faithfully serve her clients for over three
decades. “When I look at the success I’ve had and the wonderful women I’ve gotten to
know, many of whom became my dearest friends, I’m not sad,” she said.
“It’s just a change in my life and I’m looking forward to the next chapter. And I’ll
continue to maintain those friendships long into the future.”
Season Tickets, at 301 Brevard Ave., is offering clearance prices on current inventory.
For more information and hours of operation, call (321) 690–1919.
MAY 25, 2020
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Business Voice Political Action Committee names
Eric Hoppenbrouwer as its new executive director
The Board of Directors of Business
Voice Political Committee (Business Voice
Political Action Committee Inc.) has
announced the hiring of Eric
Hoppenbrouwer as the organization’s new
executive director.
Hoppenbrouwer joins Business Voice in
preparation for the 2020 election with the
renewed commitment of their membership
to the health and growth of the region.
Business Voice actively works to
support candidates for state Senate, state
House, Brevard County Commission, Port
Canaveral and the Brevard County School
Board who demonstrate a firm understanding of the impact their office has on the
entire Space Coast economy.
“Eric’s experiences in the military and
his experience working for a small business
are a perfect fit for what we were looking
for in an Executive Director Business
Voice. We are delighted to have him
onboard,” said Larry McIntyre, Business
Voice board chairman.
A longtime resident of Brevard County,
Hoppenbrouwer is a graduate of
Melbourne Central Catholic High School
and Florida State University.
He joined the U.S. Army as an enlisted
soldier and an All–Source Intelligence
Analyst. As a member of the 101st
Airborne Division’s 4th Brigade Combat
Team, he was deployed to Afghanistan and
received several awards and medals during
his tour of duty. Hoppenbrouwer was
honorably discharged from the Army and
returned to Brevard working with a
veteran–owned small business, Space
Coast Intelligent Solutions Inc.
After earning an MBA degree and a
master’s of art in business and organizational security management from Webster
University, Hoppenbrouwer started a
management consulting firm, INSURGINT
Strategies LLC.
Hoppenbrouwer was a member of
“Florida Today’s” Editorial Advisory Board
in 2015 and is currently an organizer for
their Civility Brevard Project.
He was also a finalist for the LEAD
Brevard “4–Under 40 Leadership Award in
2016. Hoppenbrouwer is active in the
community and has served as vice chairman of the Brevard County Citizens’

Budget Advisory Committee and was a
District 4 Representative on the Space
Coast Transportation Planning
Organization’s Citizen Advisory Committee
for two years.
Business Voice is a diverse assembly of
business leaders from across the Space
Coast, including small businesses as well
as some of the area’s largest employers.
Their full membership can be viewed at
www.businessvoicepac.com.
The group is committed to supporting
the “most qualified candidates who will
best serve the interests of the Space Coast
and local job creators.”
Business Voice members include
business and community leaders from
across Brevard County and a diverse mix of
industries. The board meets regularly to
discuss issues affecting the business
community and local quality of life.
l The Business Executive Committee
includes:
Lester Bullock, Victory Casino Cruises;
Wayne Cooper, Whittaker Cooper CPAs;
Bart Gaetjens, Florida Power & Light Co.;
Dawn Mays, Sheldon Cove; Jim O’Brien,
Melbourne Greyhound Park; Brent
Peoples, Raymond James; Travis Proctor,
Melbourne Chamber Representative; Todd
Pokrywa, The Viera Co.; Jim Ridenour; Al
Taylor, Titusville Chamber Representative;
and Tammie Watts, Space Coast Association of Realtors.
l The Board of Directors includes:
Bob Baugher; Cocoa Beach Surf
Company; Bill Blewitt; Valkaria Partners
LLC; Tom Brandon; Brandon Development; Bob Cochran; Secureway Self
Storage; Dr. Jeff Godwin, Animal Medical
Clinic; Tom Hermansen, Ocean Partners;
Bruce Moia, HBCA/ MBV Engineering;
Dr. Kyle Moyles, Brevard Hand Center;
Cole Oliver, EKS Inc.; Peoples; Dan
Pollock, AT&T (non–voting director); Eric
Ponce, State Farm; Jack Ryals, National
Realty of Brevard; Summit Shah, Southeast Petro; Natasha Spencer, Shelter
Mortgage; and Mike Williams,
MH Williams Construction Group.
l The Activist Level Supporters include:
Scott Sorenson, Sorensen’s Moving and
Storage; and Tom Williamson, Cocoa
Beach Hotel Association.

The Palm Bay Police Department lobby to reopen
by appointment only; to maintain safe practices
The Palm Bay Police Department lobby will reopen by appointment only, as the
organization continues to provide services to the community while maintaining safe
health practices.
Lobby hours are: Monday–Friday 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Walk–ups will not be accepted.
For non–emergency service, call (321) 952–3456, and as always, dial 911 for emergencies. All requests for police reports, other documents, and property and evidence returns
can be scheduled by telephone or email at:
l Records: (321) 952–3456, option 1, then option 2, or PDRecords@palmbayflorida.org
l Property and Evidence: (321) 952–3456, option 1, then option 5, or
pdevidence@palmbayflorida.org.
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Downtown Produce Market & More
Continued from page 12
Robert Bunnell made this comment: “Downtown
Produce is amazing for its variety of food. They have items
you do not see at Publix or Winn–Dixie. They have fresh
pasta, an upscale meat market, a large selection of craft
beers, and other grocery–style items. One thing that is
really cool is their deli selection and daily lunch specials. If
you’re hungry and want some good eats, stop at Downtown
Produce.”
And Merri Jensen provided this review: “Love this
place. Hot lunch available. Take–outs ready. Great
selection of cheese and wine. The latter always has sales
on your favorites.”
Downtown Produce has wine from hundreds of different
vineyards, cutting across just about every price–point. It
has a sizable selection of French wines and Italian wines.
In 2015, Downtown Produce expanded and doubled the
size of its “farmer’s market with a gourmet touch” to
16,000 square feet.
Customers can find large selections of fresh produce,
meats, cheeses, seafood, breads, fresh–squeezed orange
juice, and many other gourmet groceries.
Speciality food remains one of the fastest–growing
segments of the food business.
Fueled by increasing interest from consumers, specialty
food sales outpaced the growth of all food at retail — up
10.3 percent versus 3.1 percent — according to the latest
“State of the Specialty Food Industry Report” released by
the Specialty Food Association in 2019.
The report says “diverse consumer lifestyles are taking
specialty food mainstream.”
Downtown Produce has one of the best selections of
meats of any retail store in the region.
“We are especially known for our meats,” said Ceballos.
“And customers like the way we cut the meat for them. We
sell a lot of meat.”
Nationally, meat department sales are strong in dollar
and volume, driven by beef and chicken, and spending per–
household has increased, according to a report by the Food
Industry Association and the Foundation for Meat and
Poultry Research and Education.
“The Power of Meat 2020” explores consumption trends,
sales growth and consumer preferences. The report found
demand for meat is accelerating with $50.5 billion in sales
in 2019.

Downtown Produce has two head chefs, Dawn Gallia
and Dan Desmond, in addition to other food–preparation
team members. Gallia has worked for Downtown Produce
for about 14 years.
“Dawn makes those tasty soups and many other dishes
that customers enjoy,” said Humes.
“The soups are made 100 percent from scratch. The
same with our quiche, and with all of our fresh hot–lunch
offerings. Everything is made fresh in our kitchens on a
daily basis.”
Humes added, “Our chef team is on site preparing the
food in the early hours of the morning. We’re proud to be
able to offer freshly prepared food on a daily basis.”
Desmond, who spent two decades cooking at the
Saddlebrook Resort & Spa in Tampa, has introduced
entrees such as Fresh Watermelon Feta Salad and Poke
Bowls.
Downtown Produce has a line of ready–to–eat gourmet
meals, too, all made fresh in its kitchens.
“They are popular with a lot of customers,” said Humes.
The selections include microwavable prepared meals such
as Shrimp Scampi, and Blackened Mahi Over Cilantro.
Independent retail supermarkets like Downtown
Produce are major contributors to the U.S. economy and
play a vital role in their communities.
Defined as privately held, or family owned entrepreneurial businesses, independent supermarket operators
are dedicated to their customers, associates, and communities.
“Downtown Produce is built around its customers, its
team members, and its community,” said Ceballos. “And
it’s been that way since day one.”
In Florida, the independent supermarket channel
includes 590 stores and generates $3.4 billion in annual
sales, according to the National Grocers Association.
In the Sunshine State, independent supermarket
operators are responsible for creating 30,710 stable,
reliable jobs and $914 million in wages paid.
In Florida, independent supermarkets and the wholesalers that serve them are a major source of tax revenue
for federal, state, and local governments.
Together, the independent channel and their employees
generate about $405 million in state and local taxes, and
$438 million in federal taxes.

Downtown Produce is reminding customers the store is
operating under normal business hours amid the
coronavirus pandemic.
The store follows the guidelines set by the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, which means its
employees wear masks and protective gear. Downtown
Produce also offers gloves to customers.
“I have the utmost respect for our employees, especially
the front–line cashiers,” said Ceballos.
“Our employees have really rallied around the business
during these hectic times,” added Humes.
Because of the coronavirus, 76 percent of consumers
have changed how they eat, according to the Food Industry
Association.
The report says they are planning more meals in
advance, trying new dishes, using perishable foods before
they go bad, and minimizing waste.
The Food Industry Association says that 59 percent of
shoppers are now preparing most of their meals at home.
Fresh foods will play an ever–increasing role in
consumers’ ability to eat healthy. And stores like Downtown Produce are emerging as a key place for area
consumers to buy fresh food.
“We are constantly restocking fresh food items,” said
Ceballos. “Business has been good. I think we are doing a
great job getting the items on the store’s shelves as quickly
as possible.”
When Downtown Produce first opened its doors at
7856 Ellis Road, the area which is surrounded by many
small businesses seemed like it was too far off the main
path. But that has now changed. Downtown Produce is
located in a growing area of Melbourne.
The Florida Department of Transportation has
constructed a new Interstate 95 interchange at Ellis Road
to provide direct access between I–95 and the Orlando
Melbourne International Airport.
The project is to be completed by August, said the
Florida Department of Transportation. And, the planned
four–lane expansion of Ellis Road is expected to be another
big boost for that area.
“Looking to the future, I believe Downtown Produce is
nicely positioned to attract new customers, to have more
people discover us and become part of our family,” said
Ceballos. “We’re excited about the future.”
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City of Cocoa works with businessowners to reopen,
wants customers to feel safe, enjoy local businesses
By Samantha Senger
ssenger@cocoafl.org
Public Relations Specialist
City of Cocoa
In a key step toward the road to
recovery, the City of Cocoa is dedicated to
assisting small–business owners with the
reopening of local businesses in Cocoa and
help mitigate the impacts and disruption in
services related to the COVID–19
pandemic.
Cocoa City Council approved measures
to assist businesses through the governor’s
phased reopening of Florida, including
allowing for expanded outdoor dining
options and signage to promote the
reopening of business.
A resolution was passed at the May 6
Budget Workshop that allowed businesses
to work with Cocoa’s Office of Economic
Development to temporarily expand
outdoor dining options throughout the
governor’s phased reopening plan.
Council also requested that staff work
with local businessowners to allow for
expanded signage options to promote the
reopening of businesses.
“By working together, we will ensure to
our community that business is safe to
resume, following the COVID–19
pandemic. We want customers to feel safe
and enjoy our Cocoa businesses once again
to ensure a thriving economic future for the
City of Cocoa,” said Cocoa Mayor Jake
Williams Jr.
Picnic tables are being placed in Myrt
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Tharpe Square Gazebo in downtown Cocoa
Village to expand the outdoor dining
options in the historic village. Patrons can
still come and order take out with their
favorite Village restaurant, eat in the
gazebo area and enjoy the ambiance the
Village offers. Staff will be making sure the
tables are sanitized to ensure the safety of
visitors.
A survey of local businessowners was
conducted, which showed that
businessowners are eager to reopen, but
want to make sure it is done in a safe
manner to ensure consumer confidence.
Owners will take measures to ensure
their businesses are following the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines to ensure safety, such as
hand washing, requiring staff to wear
masks, and the cleaning and disinfecting of
spaces.
Marketing efforts have begun to
promote that “We’re Open for Business.”
The city is utilizing digital billboards
and social media to help promote the
reopening message. Businesses can even
request customized graphics for use on
their own social media channels.
Soon light pole banners will be posted
throughout the downtown in partnership
with the Historic Cocoa Village Main
Street program and stickers will be
available for owners to place in their
storefront.
The Office of Economic Development
has a website with economic recovery resources, including marketing materials for
local businesses at www.ChooseCocoa.org.

Local business leader Shawn Dickens is appointed
new board chairman of the U.S. Pain Foundation
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West Melbourne resident Shawn Dickens has been appointed the new chairman of the
board of directors for the U.S. Pain Foundation. The U.S. Pain Foundation is the leading
nonprofit organization for the 50 million Americans who live with chronic pain.
Dickens, a senior program manager at Leonardo DRS who specializes in government
defense programs, has served on the board since 2019. Dickens has been a staunch
advocate for people with chronic illness for nearly a decade. His daughter, Melanie, lives
with severe chronic pain stemming from multiple diagnoses, including complex regional
pain syndrome and mitochondrial disease.
He, Melanie, and his wife, Laurie, have been featured in two editions of the U. S. Pain
Foundation’s flagship publication, the “INvisible Project,” the 2015 edition, and the first
“Kids and Families” edition in 2016. The Dickens family also has been integral to helping
other families in the organization’s Pediatric Pain Warrior Program, which offers kids
with pain and their loved ones a chance to connect and learn about treatment options in a
supportive environment.
Locally, the family, including sisters Alyssa and June, have hosted an annual awareness event and fundraiser, the “Crazy Sock Walk,” since 2011. (Melanie wears fun, knee–
length socks, which help regulate her blood pressure.)
Dickens is a graduate of Worcester State College with a bachelor’s degree in computer
science and also holds an MBA degree from the University of Miami. He maintains
certification as a Project Management Professional.
“Shawn brings invaluable business and financial expertise to the board of directors,”
said Nicole Hemmenway, CEO of U.S. Pain Foundation.
“But he also brings incredible heart and passion for serving patients. We feel incredibly
fortunate to have him lead our board of directors and help grow the organization so that it
can help more people than ever before.”
For more information, visit www.uspainfoundation.org.
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Brevard COVID–19 Response
Continued from page 13
their greatest needs for their respective
organizations.”
She continued, “It was amazing because
they were reaching out to help each other
solve problems during the call. Some said
they had masks available, some had
disinfectant, some had gloves. They wanted
to get their supplies where they were
needed in the county. It just made me feel
proud to be living in this community, to see
the way people come together to help each
other.”
The following areas of need are a focus
of the Brevard COVID–19 Response:
FOOD SUPPORT. Access to food will be
critical with school closings and the closure
of senior lunch sites. “Many people who are
out of work, especially those in the service
sector, are struggling to put food on the
table,” said Rains. “That is a great concern.
There is a big financial need for helping the
agencies that are stepping up and responding to the crisis, such as Aging Matters’
Meals–on–Wheels program and the
Children’s Hunger Project.”
The Children’s Hunger Project is
providing more than 5,800 meals weekly to
young people ages 18 and under at Brevard
Public Schools’ distribution sites. It also
provides meals to Students in Transition,
Club Esteem, the Boys and Girls Clubs,
and is helping other organizations, too. The
Children’s Hunger Project’s budget has

gone from $9,200 weekly to more than
$23,000 weekly.
“The Community Foundation for
Brevard is really appreciative because Rob
(Rains) stepped in and said ‘individual
funding’ is important. But it’s something
we do not do. So what a wonderful thing
our partnership is for our community,” said
Grimison.
“Right out of the gate our focus was on
food security and other basic needs. During
the first few weeks, we reached out to
longtime partners of the Community
Foundation for Brevard to make sure they
had resources that could be quickly
deployed in the community,” she said.
l EMERGENCY FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE. This focus is on families and
individuals struggling with basic needs
because of job loss.
l FRONT–LINE, NONPROFIT
AGENCIES. Funds will provide additional
resources to those organizations that need
to adapt their programs and services in
this environment. The focus will be on
working with Brevard’s most vulnerable
residents needing assistance.
“The nonprofit sector is critically
important to our community’s health and
vitality,” said Grimison. “Nonprofits are
essential to our social good. They have
more than one bottom line, and they have
to run like a business. And without

fundraising events or activities where
people gather, we are deeply concerned
about that loss of revenue for nonprofits.
We are encouraging people to continue to
support the organizations they are
committed to, because they need your help
now more than ever.”
As of early May, a little over $150,000
has been granted or committed to a host of
organizations through existing funds at the
Community Foundation for Brevard or the
Brevard Relief Fund.
The agencies include Aging Matters in
Brevard, Brevard Homeless Coalition,
Children’s Hunger Project, Club Esteem,
The Daily Bread, Evans Center, Neighbor–
Up Brevard, Family Promise of Brevard,
North Brevard Charities Sharing Center,
Sharing Center of Central Brevard, South
Brevard Sharing Center, St. Vincent de
Paul Society, and Love INC.
Additional grants have been made to a
number of organizations through specific
“Fields of Interest Funds” related to animal
welfare and conservation initiatives in the
community. They include: Brevard
Humane Society, Brevard Zoo, Florida
Wildlife Hospital, SPCA of Brevard, and
Walk on Water Equine Assisted Therapy.
United Way of Brevard has currently
committed about $140,000 and has raised
$300,000. “Corporations have stepped up
and individuals have stepped up to help.

The generosity in this community is
impressive,” said Rains.
To donate, visit these sites:
l Community Foundation for Brevard
at www.CFBrevard.org or give to the
Brevard Relief Fund–COVID–19.
l Space Coast Health Foundation at
www.SCHFBrevard.org.
l United Way of Brevard at
www.UWBrevard.org to give to Brevard’s
COVID–19 Response Fund.
For additional COVID–19 community
resources, visit United Way of Brevard’s
website.
Separately, United Way of Brevard has
produced a COVID–19 “Community
Resource Guide.” The information is
updated “a couple of times each day,” said
Rains. “It’s a very comprehensive guide,
providing information on food stamps, food
pantries and feeding sites, unemployment,
and much more. We’re proud of the work
we did putting that guide together.”
“It’s going to take all of us working
together to get through this difficult time,”
said Grimison. “While the challenges are
growing day–to–day, the generosity of our
fund holders and community members,
coupled with the capacity of our critical
service providers, will help us weather this
crisis and emerge even stronger in
Brevard.”
“Stronger together,” added Rains.
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LEARN HOW YOUR CHILD CAN
“START HERE. GO ANYWHERE.”
Ranked #1 Best K-12 Private School in Brevard by Niche.com
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DTI Training

Continued from page 1
has lived in Brevard County for the past 12 years.
“We’re busy and we’re happy with the direction our
company is going, but Brevard is a market that really fits
our expertise. Look at the aviation industry here, for
example, and how it has expanded. Additionally, there are
some 3,000 companies on the Space Coast that have U.S.
Department of Defense contracts. We want to serve the
Brevard market.”
He added, “If you are the owner of a company in
Brevard, are you happy with the way your service is being
delivered? Are you happy with the way your product is
coming out? Are you making enough profit off that
product? Most accountable executives, if they are honest,
would like to see their service be better and would like to
see their product be better — fewer recalls, fewer problems, and fewer checks. What we do is look at their
quality–assurance system.”
In Brevard, DTI Training is looking to tap the manufacturing base offering its expertise to help companies
improve their overall operations through quality–assurance principles. Quality assurance is a critical component
in manufacturing. DTI Training offers both teleconference
and on–site meetings with businessowners and executives.
The email contact is Staboada@DTIQuality.com.
The two brothers authored the book “Quality is a
Talking Frog: Taking the Mystery Out of Quality Assurance,” which sold 250,000 copies.
In the book, the brothers tout the importance of
knowing your customer.
“This is the key to your program. Knowing your
customer’s needs and wants, you can now establish the
objective of your quality system. As a quick aside, those of
you who have organizations that have some sort of
government or other regulatory restrictions must remember that these regulations are typically insisted upon by
the government as a representation of the population, or
better described, your customer. So, for all intents and
purposes, that pesky government regulator is your
customer, so get over it,” Sol Taboada said.
“Quality is a Talking Frog” was designed to illustrate
that any organization, large or small, can institute an
effective quality–assurance system, said Sol Taboada.
Their second book, “Safety Management Systems
Memory Jogger 2,” sold 1 million copies.
Memory Jogger 2 is a must–have pocket–guide tool box
if you are required to have a safety management system in
your organization, or you have chosen to implement such a
system because you understand the success you will have
as a result of gaining control of your environment and
ensuring you are meeting your company’s safety objectives.
DTI Training follows the teachings of Dr. W. Edwards
Deming (1900–1993). “My brother worked with some of his
cohorts,” said Sol Taboada.
Dr. Deming was an eminent scholar and teacher in
American academia for more than half–a–century. He
published hundreds of original papers, articles, and books
covering a range of interrelated subjects, from statistical
variance to systems and systems thinking.
He created “Deming’s 14 Points on Quality Management,” a set of management practices to help companies
increase their quality and productivity.
The 14 points include: remove barriers that rob people
of pride of workmanship, and eliminate the annual rating
or merit system; improve constantly and forever every
process for planning, production and service; and institute
a vigorous program of education and self–improvement for
everyone.
Educated initially as an electrical engineer and later
specializing in mathematical physics, Dr. Deming helped
develop the sampling techniques still used by the U.S.
MAY 25, 2020

Census Bureau. He is considered by many to be the master
of continual improvement of quality.
Dr. Deming is best known for his pioneering work in Japan. His role as the architect of Japan’s post–World War II
industrial transformation is regarded by many Western
business schools and economists as one of the most
significant achievements of the 20th century.
“By applying the principles, tools, and wisdom of
traditional quality assurance, we can learn and gain
insight into the current world’s pandemic, the coronavirus,” said Dennis Taboada, in a recent column he wrote.
“Dr. Deming has given us the means to apply the
principles of ‘control’ to any ‘system.’ If we think of world
health as a ‘system,’ we can then begin to apply controls
that would give us early warnings and mitigation avenues
to pursue.”
He wrote that column — “Quality Assurance and
COVID 19” — on March 24. He said the article is not
meant to be, by any means, a cure to this global crisis. “My
intention is merely to provoke thought by using tools that
have been around for almost 100 years.”
DTI stands for Dennis Taboada Inc. He once worked for
the Defense Contract Management Agency, a product–
delivery organization. The nation’s warfighters expect the
defense industry to produce and deliver the equipment
they need to fight, survive, and win. DCMA’s integrated
team of acquisition and support professionals make this
happen.
DCMA provides contract administration services for the
U.S. Department of Defense, other federal organizations,
and international partners.
The DCMA manages 350,000 contracts valued at more
than $5 trillion at 19,000 contractor locations worldwide,
according to DCMA.
While at DCMA, Dennis Taboada wrote 13 of that
organization’s core courses. These are the courses DCMA
inspectors take before they can become certified to do an
inspection.
Dennis Taboada started with DCMA as an inspector.
“Long after Dennis left DCMA, that organization is still
using the courses he wrote. In the last three or four years,
they’ve changed the names of the courses, but the content
is basically the same,” said Sol Taboada.
DTI Training was awarded a contract from DCMA to
teach 3,000 of their employees all 13 courses. “That was a
huge contract for us at the time,” said Sol Taboada.
“DCMA people from around the nation flew to Atlanta to
take the courses. At one time we had eight instructors
teaching 40 weeks out of the year. We had 20 to 25 people
in each class. We accounted for a lot of room nights at a
Marriott hotel in Atlanta for about five years.”
Around that time, in the early 2000s, DTI Training got
a call from officials at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center. “It
was after the Space Shuttle Columbia disaster,” said Sol
Taboada.
“They wanted an organization like ours to come in and
look at the culture at KSC. They contracted with us
because of our work at DCMA. So we spent a couple of
weeks at KSC walking around in jeans and T–shirts
talking to some of the front–line workers. We talked to a
lot of people and did a lot observing before compiling our
report for NASA.”
DTI Training won a competitive consulting contract
from NASA, beating out several organizations, including
Daytona Beach–based Embry Riddle Aeronautical
University.
The Columbia disaster happened on Feb. 1, 2003, when
the shuttle disintegrated as it re–entered the atmosphere,
killing all seven crew members.
The physical cause of the loss of Columbia and its crew
was “a breach in the thermal protection system on the
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leading edge of the left wing, caused by a piece of insulating foam which separated from the left bipod ramp section
of the eternal tank at 81.7 seconds after launch, and struck
the wing in the vicinity of the lower half of reinforced
carbon–panel number 8,” according to the “Columbia
Accident Investigation Board Report, Volume 1.”
The report was released in August 2003, in memoriam
of: Rick Husband, commander; William McCool, pilot;
Michael Anderson, payload commander; David Brown,
mission specialist; Kalpana Chawla, mission specialist;
Laurel Blair Salton Clark, mission specialist; and Han
Ramon, payload specialist.
The report goes on to say, “The organizational causes of
this accident are rooted in the space–shuttle program’s
history and culture, including the original compromises
that were required to gain approval for the shuttle,
subsequent years of resource constraints, fluctuating
priorities, and shuttle pressures.”
Cultural traits and organizational practices “detrimental to safety were allowed to develop,” the report says.
“We delivered our report to NASA and then developed a
curriculum of about six different training courses,” said Sol
Taboada. “We trained all the quality–assurance representatives at KSC.”
He added, “When we first started working with NASA
at KSC, the percentage of launches that were on time was
in the upper 80s. When we completed our work with them,
the percentage was in the upper 60s. To us, that was a
success because it meant if someone saw something that
was not exactly the way it should be, the process was
stopped and looked at.”
Soon, it was on to Transport Canada for DTI Training.
“They were developing something known as a ‘safety
management system’ for civil aviation in Canada,” said Sol
Taboada. Transport Canada hired DTI Training to help
them write the regulations for the new system.
“We totally wrote what they call ‘Component 5,’ which
is the quality–assurance portion of the safety management
system. We helped them write other components as well,”
said Sol Taboada, who is originally from New York and is a
graduate of the State University of New York at Stony
Brook.
After they wrote the material, Transport Canada hired
DTI to train their inspectors.
“We had five different contracts with Transport
Canada. At the time, they had roughly 1,200 inspectors
and we did the instruction for the courses for them,” he
said.
One of the biggest obstacles to following procedures is
familiarity, said Sol Taboada.
“Say you are a pilot and there are 37 items on the
checklist. Three of those items are no big deal, so you skip
them. But you can’t. Today, you skip three; six months
from now you skip a fourth one and a year from now you
skip item 12. The next thing you know, you are doing only
half the things on the list. It’s not because we are bad, but
because we are human. We have a tendency to cut corners
when we become familiar with something. But invariably,
when there is some kind of incident, it is something that
was missed.”
And that is what Transport Canada’s safety management system is set up to uncover.
DTI Training has also performed contract work for the
International Civil Aviation Organization, a United
Nations specialized agency.
Most businesses use some form of quality assurance in
production, from manufacturers of consumer–packaged
goods to software–development companies.
“Quality assurance principles will make your company
leaner, meaner, and more profitable, and by the way, your
customers will like you better,” said Sol Taboada.
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